
WORKING CAPITAL MANAGEMENT MULTINATIONAL COMPANIES

Multinational working capital management is the management of current assets and current liabilities of any
multinational company who has large number of.

Thus, even large annualized risk-adjusted interest spreads may not justify shifting funds for short-term
placements. International operations require the manager to identify and evaluate all the different sales
channels available and select the most appropriate one. By managing this, multinational company can reduce
its cost and increase the money for paying day to day expenses. Quantity of production depends on the
demand of customers. Along with rapidly increasing globalization, international business has become a
popular topic and has drawn the attention of business executives, government officials and academics.
Available money instruments differ among the major markets, and at times, foreign firms are denied access to
existing investment opportunities. Such small differentials can easily be offset by foreign exchange transaction
costs. Managing Float Managing both collection float and disbursement float, meaning the time that payments
from customers and to suppliers are in transit, is a major concern in national as well as international cash
management. Suppose, you have deposited RS. After analyzing the labour cost, delivery cost, raw material
availability and other overhead cost, company has to take this decision. Therefore, this needs to be considered
upon evaluating the performance of local management. Cash Management Company can use centralized cash
management system and decentralized cash management system. In India, multinational company uses line of
credit for paying its small expenses. At international level, company has to take following decisions. In
marketing, production, research and development, and labor relations, its decisions must be made in terms of
host-country customs and traditions. Drastically reduced amounts of inter-subsidiary transactions reduce
transaction fees and foreign exchange risk. So, without paying any fees, any bank uses this fund. This Rs.
Through cash pooling company can use CCM better way. Given that transaction costs do exist, the appropriate
currency denomination mix of an MNC's investment in money and near-money assets is probably more a
function of the currencies in which it has actual and projected inflows and outflows than of effective yield
differentials or government regulations. Who is responsible? Multinational banks are more attractive for few
consumers in terms of service quality, rate of returns, global goodwill and strong financial background. In the
United States, where paying by check is much more common, other cash management techniques like
concentration-banking or lock-boxes are worth considering Gitman, , p.


